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DATE:

When we are in one energy field for a long period of time,  it  naturally
propels us out . I t  takes routine to create spontaneity .  I t  takes structure
and organizing masculine to create the playful feminine .
The only way to indulge or make use of your energy is to fully
immerse in it .  Routines have the effect of predictability which propels
productivity .  However ,  you often reach a point of no excitement
because things get lost in the routine .  
Sometimes it 's  okay to get into a journey of enjoying the ride .  Take
time in a particular energy to feel it  and ask yourself how it feels to
you. What is this bringing to me? How is this energy? Can this serve
me? How do I  feel? Do I  feel alive here? 
These are the questions that you need to ask yourself .  Does this fuel
me? How do I  feel about this partnership? Or this trip? Or this partner?  
How do I  feel about this environment? Do I  feel alive? Does this fuel
me? Do you feel your energy firing?
Always track your aliveness .  Do you feel the energy within you or are
you just neutral? Understand that there are questions to ask yourself
along the way. The big thing here is that we think that big move
intuition is instant ,  l ike  easy peasy,  l ike boom! And then yes .  But it 's  a
culmination of l itt le yeses along the way,  a sum of emotions and litt le
things that connect with us and lead us to the big yes .  
How connected you are to the small yeses will  tell  you if it  is t ime for
the big yes .  Any thought ,  hearing or posts you see scrolling are all
signs .  Listen to the universe and listen to the coincidences .  I f  i t  feels
good,  it  is probably good for you.

Do you have uncertainty when you make decisions? What do you do
when you feel the energy for change? What do you do when you feel too
comfortable? How do you handle getting used to routines?
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I f  i t  doesn't  feel safe ,  l ike your safe space ,  and the vibe is off ,  something is
off .  I f  i t  feels l ike a sharp no ,  obey it .  
Check with yourself to see if  something is making you feel alive .  Is  it
making you feel alive? Does it  give you a sense of fire? Is this good? Is this
better than the last? Is this where I  need to be? 
Sometimes a friend can be the sign.  Someone can reach out when you are
unsure about a yes ,  and make you reconsider .  This can be the sign to going
where you belong
Something fitting will  make you feel energized and alive .  I t  will  give you a
sense of belonging and enable an excitement within you.
Your intuition can lead you where you belong.  Trust your intuition.
Learning to feel your emotions and accepting the small yeses will  lead you
to the ultimate big yes .  You don’t have to make decisions in uncertainty
and fear .
This only happens when you miss all  the signs on the way.
Timelines ,  deadlines and commitments are driving factors that emerge from
masculine energy.  However ,  femininity lets you make your decisions by
yourself and will  bring you to a big yes .  
Connecting to your body,  feeling emotions and listening to what is being
communicated to you
Don't pack away your emotions as this will  disembody you from your
intuition.  Do not lock out your negative emotions as this will  keep you
gravitating to what you have already experienced.
Unfamiliar places will  fuel your energy better than places that feel l ike
home. 
In order to know what's right and what belongs ,  you need to know what
does .
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Practice :  

Over the next day,  set the intention to ask yourself ,  “Does this make me
feel ALIVE?” 100 times .  Check in with yourself regularly with decisions
as simple as coffee or tea ,  red shirt or purple shirt ,  podcast or music .
Notice how many choices are on autopilot or not genuinely serving our
desires .  At the end of the day,  reflect on what this experience was like
for you.
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Journal:  

Were you able to get to 100 conscious choices in a day? What did you
notice about yourself ,  your day and your awareness of decision making
throughout your day?


